Reading Expectation
Help support your child’s reading by listening to
them read for a short while each day. We ask
that every child reads five times or more each
week, and can already see better progress in
those that have done this so far in Year 2.
Children are rewarded with the opportunity to
read with Diesel the dog, a dip in
the prize box and a stamp on
their reading passport.

Here are some enrichment activities that your child
can complete at home to support their learning this
coming term.
Please help your child complete two or more
activities of their choice. Children should bring their
projects into school by
th
Friday 8 February, though projects are welcome
in before then, as and when they are completed.

Learn through Computing then DT
Children can use the internet to
research a famous landmark.
They could find out where it is,
why it is famous, what it is used
for, etc. Then they can make a
model of their chosen landmark.
It can be a landmark in England,
or it can be from further afield.
They can choose from any country, and any
landmark they are interested in. The landmark
could be a man-made or natural landmark.
They can make their models from any range of
materials and should include some information
with their landmark to show what they have
learnt about it.

Learn through Design and
Technology
Try some different foods
that are traditional in other
countries. Try to be as
adventurous as you can!
Bring in some food to share to create a
menu to show what you
have tried. Don’t forget to
look up where your food
would have originally come from!
The World Foods aisle in Tesco is a good
place to start with this.

Learn through Reading
Visit the library and find some stories that are
set in other countries.

Learn through Geography
Can you create a country in a box?
You may choose any foreign country in the world!

Write a book review comparing them. Tell us
which you would recommend and why.

Learn through Exploring
Learn through Art
Children can create a piece of artwork
based on traditional art
from another country, for
example Australian Aboriginal
art or Moroccan pattern
work. This could include
painting, printing or sewing.

In your box put in different items that are related to
that country. You might include a flag, a map, some
money, interesting facts, traditional clothes, phrases in
the language they speak.

Exploring boots at the ready? Use books,
the internet (you could use other people’s
experiences too) to find out about another
country. Make a fact file
about this country. You
could compare it with
England to find any
similarities or differences.

